SWAN RIVER
BLACKWALL REACH
MOORING AREA
SITE PLAN

ALL THAT PORTION OF SWAN RIVER WATERS ENCLOSED BY A CONTIGUOUS LINE FORMED BY SEGMENTS

POSITION OF SEGMENT NODES USING A HORIZONTAL DATUM BASED ON GDA94

NODE          LATITUDE (SOUTH)   LONGITUDE (EAST)
A  WATERS EDGE  32°  00.934'     115°  47.153'
B  WATERS EDGE  32°  01.678'     115°  46.678'
C  WATERS EDGE  32°  01.624'     115°  46.622'
D  WATERS EDGE  32°  01.421'     115°  46.733'

THE WATERS ARE SHOWN COLOURED BLUE ON PLAN. TRANSPORT WA 687-21-01
AREA, 20.45 HECTARES